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Abstract 
To cope with the knowledge acquisition bottleneck, the authors propose a new architecture 
combining rule-based reasoning (RBR) , case-based reasoning (CBR) and knowledge acquisition 
technology in a system which solves pattern search problems. The RBR part searches for specified 
patterns in a large space represented by a network structure such as an LSI circuit diagram, which 
contains a great number of patterns and variations. It then carries out specified actions, such as 
fault diagnosis, on the patterns that are found. The outputs of the RBR part are transferred to the 
CBR part. ‘The user of the system detects and repairs a few pattern detection errors caused by the 
RBR part, The CBR part detects and repairs all remaining errors which can be estimated from the 
user detected ones. The repaired results are sent back to the RBR part to recover the RBR output. 
The repaired results are also stored automatically in the case base. Similar cases are grouped in 
a same case family. The knowledge acquisition part relates each case family to an incomplete 
rule in the RBR knowledge base and proposes modifying the rule. Eventually, the system can 
obtain refined rules with the cooperation of domain experts. Thus, the problem solving process 
and knowledge acquisition process are performed cyclically. The architecture was successfully 
applied to a pair condition extraction problem for an analog LSI circuit layout system. @ 1997 
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1. Introduction 
Knowledge acquisition is the biggest bottleneck for applying rule-based reasoning 
(RBR) systems to practical problems. Given knowledge, the RBR is a powerful method 
for solving problems, but it is brittle in the absence of knowledge. Since the main 
target of RBR systems is ill-structured problems which are hard to solve with fixed 
knowledge, completely prepared knowledge bases cannot be expected, that is, continual 
efforts are needed to improve them. To cope with this knowledge acquisition bottleneck, 
many novel approaches have been studied, but no approach has been able to solve the 
problem successfully. 
To build a robust knowledge-based problem solving system for practical applications, 
we think that the system has to provide both a temporary supplement capability of the 
knowledge base at the problem solving stage, and a permanent reinforcement capability 
at the knowledge maintenance stage. That is, the process of repairing the incomplete 
results of an RBR system must be definitely separated from the process of deliberately 
improving the rule base, balancing efficiency of the problem solving against quality of the 
knowledge improving. Furthermore, the repaired results must be used in the knowledge 
base improving process. In this paper, we propose a new architecture combining RBR, 
CBR and knowledge acquisition technology to realize these thoughts. The repairing 
process is realized by the case-based reasoning (CBR) method, and the knowledge 
improving process is realized by knowledge acquisition from cases which have been 
stored in the CBR process. 
Since CBR is a problem solving method using memory of previous problem solving 
cases, it has the advantage that a new problem can be solved by a small amount 
of heuristic knowledge. But, this gives rise to another problem: the case acquisition 
problem. In this paper, we propose a new CBR method in which new problem solving 
cases are acquired by interacting with users, and using these cases new problems are 
solved by the CBR method. That is, CBR plays two roles: repairing the knowledge 
of RBR, and collecting information for knowledge acquisition. Therefore, cases are 
acquired easily. 
On the other hand, knowledge acquisition for RBR is carried out by presenting propos- 
als from the system using cases stored at the repair stage. This knowledge acquisition is 
done easily, because repair cases which are assumed to be caused by the same fault rule, 
are stored in the same group. That is, both case acquisition and repair tasks contribute 
to knowledge acquisition for RBR. 
The target problem domain of our architecture is an open world problem called 
“pattern search problem”. In this domain, interactive repair processes with computers 
and operators are indispensable to obtain complete results, because some errors are left 
even if the flexible RBR method is applied. Furthermore, continual improvement of the 
rule base using repaired results is necessary to advance the capability of the RBR part. 
The features of the proposed architecture are as follows. 
( 1) It consists of two cycle processes combining RBR, CBR and knowledge acqui- 
sition methods: the domain task operation cycle and the system performance 
reinforcement cycle. 
(2) Errors of the RBR part are repaired at operation sites. 
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(3) Cases for knowledge acquisition are automatically collected in repairing time by 
the CBR part. 
(4) Similar repair candidates are proposed by the CBR part based on stored cases. 
(5) A single group of similar cases consists of a single case family, which contains 
positive or negative cases. Due to case families, it is easy to focus on the rules 
which need to be improved. 
The pattern search problem is described in Section 2, the proposed architecture is 
explained in Sections 3-5, the architecture is evaluated in Section 6, and related works 
are discussed in Section 7. 
2. Pattern search problem 
The target problem in this paper, called pattern search problem, is to search specified 
patterns in a large space represented by a network structure which contains a great 
number of patterns and its variations, and to carry out specified actions on the searched 
patterns. ‘Ihe target objects are: electric circuits, such as LSIs, circuit boards, and power 
circuits; train time diagrams; production scheduling charts. They have a common feature 
in that they are represented by network structures. The actions are, for instance, finding 
structural faults, troubled parts, or parts to be changed. The objects and actions are 
different in each case, but the problems have a common solving approach. Therefore, 
the pattern search problem covers a broad application area. 
Now, we shall try to solve this problem with the RBR method. First, one of the 
general forms of knowledge representation for the problem is defined: 
IF (Pattern) THEN (Action). 
w:here (Pattern): information about the structure 
or the attribute. 
(Action): operation on the structure. 
There are other types of knowledge: dividing a large problem space into subproblems; 
reducing a complex problem to a simple problem; and so on. The problem solving 
method and the knowledge improving method have characteristics such as: 
( 1) A great number of parts which match exactly or nearly one of the specified 
patterns is found in a large problem space. Furthermore ach specified pattern 
has many variations. That is, there are many kinds of patterns; besides, each 
pattern has many matching parts. 
(2) When errors are found in the problem solving process, the operator continues his 
task of repairing or patching the errors on his site without persistently refining 
the: knowledge base. 
(3) After some problems have been solved, knowledge is refined in consideration 
of consistency with existing rules, generalization of rules, and verification of 
correctness of refined rules. 
In this paper, we use a pair condition extraction problem of analog LSI circuits to 
illustrate our method. As shown in Fig. 1, the problem is to designate lements for the 
pair condition which constrains analog LSI circuit layout design. Pair conditions are 
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Fig. 1. An example of a circuit diagram and designated pair condition. 
significant to suppress electrical characteristic fluctuations of analog LSI circuits. Two 
elements designated by the pair condition should be closely and symmetrically located 
on a layout. Since analog circuit expertise is needed to designate the pair condition, 
trained operators have executed the task. However, the task is time-consuming and is 
difficult for human operators to prune errors when the number of elements exceeds over 
several thousands. 
Previously, we developed an expert system implemented in the RBR method to solve 
the pair condition extraction problem [4, IO]. This system accepts circuit information 
(i.e., element attributes and connections between elements) from a CAD system, ex- 
tracts elements which need pair conditions, and sends them back to the CAD system. 
However, it is hard to extract every pair element correctly, because many variations are 
involved in the realization of an identical circuit function, and new circuit structures are 
created continually. Therefore, operators repair the errors at sites, and then a knowledge 
maintenance engineer refines the knowledge base manually based on layout design and 
repair results. Fig. 2 shows an example of pattern search knowledge: Fig. 2(a) is a 
specified pattern, and Fig. 2(b) is its representation in which (Pattern) in the gen- 
eral form corresponds to the circuit information and (Action) corresponds to the pair 
condition. 
3. System architecture and functions 
The proposed system architecture and its functions to solve the pattern search problem 
including error repair and knowledge maintenance are presented as follows. Also, its 
application to the pair condition extraction problem, which is called PAIRS is shown. 
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Fig. 2. An example of pattern search knowledge. (a) Specific pattern. (b) Knowledge representation. 
3.1. System overview 
The system consists of the pattern search, error repair, and knowledge acquisition 
subsystems as shown in Fig. 3. The pattern search subsystem is an expert system 
built according to the RBR approach. The error repair subsystem is built according 
to the Cl3R approach. It can automatically search other similar cases based on past 
error cases which are repaired by site experts. The repaired cases are stored in the 
case base to use at the later knowledge acquisition stage. The knowledge acquisition 
subsystem refines rules of the RBR expert system in cooperation with senior human 
experts. That is, the subsystem proposes rules to be modified, which are assumed to 
have relaltions with the errors, and supports the senior experts decide which rules must 
be refined. The knowledge base has rules for RBR, and the case base has repaired cases 
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Fig. 3. System architecture and functions. 
for CBR. Site experts’ role is to repair errors which have been caused in the pattern 
search subsystem. On the other hand, senior experts’ role is to acquire knowledge from 
repaired cases. The site experts perform routine operations, whereas the senior experts 
perform knowledge maintenance which requires much experience and perspective in 
specific domains. 
3.2. System functions 
The system behavior is explained by referring to Fig. 3. 
Assume considerable amount of pattern search rules have been stored in the knowledge 
base. First, the pattern search subsystem accepts a problem structure. Then the subsystem 
searches specific parts which match any one of the patterns in the knowledge base, and 
executes designated actions on the searched parts. The results of the subsystem are sent 
to the error repair subsystem. 
When the error repair subsystem finds similar parts with the cases which have been 
registered in the case base, it presents them to the site expert as error candidates. The 
site expert judges if they are real errors or not. If it is decided that they are real 
errors, a correction message is sent to the pattern search subsystem, and the repaired 
cases are stored in the case base. Otherwise, no message is sent, but the case is stored 
as a false error. After the repair task is finished for every registered case, the site 
expert tries to detect other parts which must be repaired. When the site expert finds 
them, another correction message is sent to the pattern search subsystem, and they 
are stored in the case base. The subsystem searches similar errors based on these 
cases, as mentioned above. This process is repeated until the site expert finishes his 
task. 
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The knowledge refining process is separated from the error repairing process, because 
if knowledge which caused the error is modified every time it is found at sites, it 
might fall into a local optimum without global perspective or even cause mistake in rule 
modificatbon. Also, it is unreasonable to expect site experts to have high-level expertise 
such matters as rule generalization. Therefore, we propose that merely repairing errors 
and storing the results in the case base should be done at sites, whereas knowledge 
acquisition from the stored cases is done at a later stage. The stored cases could be seen 
as site experts’ proposals to senior experts to improve the knowledge base. The senior 
experts determine if the proposals are sound or not. 
There are two kinds of errors: the one, called “first-type rror”, is the error such that 
necessary actions are ignored, and the other, called “second-type error”, is the error such 
that unnecessary actions are attached. The knowledge acquisition subsystem reads out 
the stored cases from the case base and suggests the senior experts which rule conditions 
should be relaxed for first-type errors and tightened for second-type rrors. Then the 
senior experts refine rules if necessary. 
As mentioned above, the problem solving and error repairing cycle is carried out at 
sites locally, whereas the knowledge base operation and refinement cycle is carried out 
overall. 
4. Error repair method via case-based reasoning 
Fig. 4 :shows the functional structure of the error repair subsystem which uses the 
case-based reasoning method. Its left half represents he case register phase, whereas the 
right half represents the problem solving phase. 
4.1. Case registration 
Error repair results obtained by site experts are the keys to search similar error cases 
in the following step. It proceeds as follows. 
1. Block separation 
Since the scale of problem structures dealt with in the system is assumed to be very 
large, it is not efficient to handle whole structures. Hence, it is desirable to separate 
a smaller essential part from a whole structure, without affecting to the results of 
subsequent pattern searches and actions. Therefore, a block which includes the part 
designated by a site expert o be repaired, is separated from the whole, using knowledge 
for dividing functional clusters. 
In PAIRS, these blocks correspond to circuit blocks which are extracted from a whole 
circuit by removing power supply and ground lines. The pair condition part in Fig. 5 
shows an example of repaired parts designated by a site expert, and the block in Fig. 5 
shows an example of the block described above. By definition, every pair condition part 
is not included in two distinct blocks. The knowledge for dividing functional clusters is 
shared with the knowledge base of the RBR expert system. 
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Fig. 4. Functions of the error repair subsystem. 
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Fig. 5. Dividing a circuit diagram into blocks. 
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2. Abstraction 
In order to increase search efficiency and effectiveness in the problem solving phase, 
structural reduction and attribute abstraction of the separated blocks are carried out. 
The structural reduction means to remove unnecessary or redundant parts from the 
structure of the blocks. Attribute abstraction means to replace attributes with more 
abstract attributes. 
In PAIRS, the reduction means, for instance, to aggregate two serially connected 
resistors to one, and the abstraction is, for instance, to replace specific transistor names 
with certain transistor class names. Such knowledge is shared with the RBR expert 
system. 
3. Inde.&g 
The site experts designate specific parts, called “specific pattern”, in the separated 
blocks, which are used as indexes for retrieving similar cases. 
In PAIRS, the core portions which achieve main functions of the circuits, called “basic 
circuit”, for instance, amplifiers or constant current circuits, are the specific patterns. An 
example is shown in the dot-dash-line block in Fig. 5. It is appropriate that functional 
cores should be indexes for retrieving pair condition parts, because the pair condition 
is a critical constraint on element layout design to obtain an electric function with 
high accuracy, and elements to be assigned pair condition are determined in relation 
to function. Site experts can designate this index easily, because they understand the 
function of the whole circuit considering each basic circuit as a chunk. 
4. Giving solutions 
A solution of the pattern search problem means actions on the block, which is 
designated by site experts. That is, for the first-type error, a solution means actions to 
be added, and, for the second-type rror, actions to be removed. In PAIRS, the solutions 
are to designate or remove pair conditions on the blocks. 
5. Storing cases 
Each item described above, is arranged in the case representation form as shown in 
Fig. 6, and stored in the case base. Since these cases are created based on site experts 
judgment, they are registered as positive parent case, the meaning of which is explained 
later. 
4.2. Probl!em extraction 
1. Problem decomposition 
The current problem structure is divided into subproblems using the knowledge for 
dividing, which is shared with the case registering part. 
2. Problem reduction and abstraction 
Similar to the case registering phase, problem reduction and problem abstraction 
are carried out using the knowledge for structure reduction and attribute abstraction, 
respectively. 
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Fig. 6. Case representation. 
4.3. Similar case retrieval 
We suppose that every part which has a similar pattern causes similar errors. In this 
section, we describe a definition of pattern similarity, a similar pattern search method, 
and a systematic grouping method for cases with a same similar pattern. 
1. Case family 
We propose a systematic grouping method, called ‘%ase family”, for error cases with a 
same similar pattern. The errors which are embedded in the results of the expert system 
and found by site experts, or the errors which are proposed by CBR and confirmed 
by site experts, are called “positive cases”. On the contrary, suspected errors which are 
proposed to be erroneous by CBR but denied to be erroneous by the site experts, are 
called “negative cases”. Errors which site experts found independently are called “parent 
cases”, while similar cases derived from a parent case by CBR are called “child cases”. 
One parent case and its children constitute a case family. According to these definitions, 
every parent case is positive, but a child case can be either positive or negative. 
As mentioned above, there are two types of error: the first and the second. One case 
family includes one parent and several children which are derived from the parent, and 
the children are born from the proposals which insist that the children are of the same 
error type as the parent. Thus every case family consists of the same error type. 
If the parent case in a case family is identical to a child case in another case family, 
the former case family is absorbed in the latter case family. Thus, cases which share 
similarity are grouped into one case family step by step. Therefore, the notion of case 
family is helpful for the knowledge acquisition unit. 
2. Similar case retrieval 
In the CBR subsystem, similar patterns of the parent cases in the case base are 
retrieved from the current problem structure. Here, a case is called to be the similar 
case with a certain parent case, when they have similar specific patterns in their case 
representations. The similar pattern to a certain pattern is defined as a pattern which 
is exactly the same as the original or its variation patterns. But, how to determine the 
allowance of the variation is an important issue for the system performance. 
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The RBR expert system has knowledge of basic patterns and their variation to solve 
problems. But each basic pattern has many structural variations. Furthermore, in-depth 
knowledge and know-how about he problem domain are needed to interpret the behavior 
of the structure. Therefore, it can be concluded that errors of the expert system are mainly 
caused by the faults of these variations and interpretation knowledge. Thus, if the CBR 
subsystem shared the knowledge with the expert system, the CBR subsystem would 
cause the same kind of errors. To avoid these faults, we do not give the CBR subsystem 
knowledge which allows variation from the semantic viewpoint, but give knowledge 
which allows possible variation from the viewpoint of superficial structural similarity. 
Using this variation knowledge, similar patterns are generated automatically, and parts 
which match similar patterns are searched in the problem structure. And then, proper 
actions are attached to the searched patterns, and are proposed to the site experts. Finally, 
the site experts decide their correctness. An example of retrieving similar cases is shown 
in the next section along with the solution construction phase. 
4.4. Solution construction 
We assume that a similar pattern which corresponds to the specific pattern in a parent 
case was found in the current problem. A solution of the current problem will be con- 
structed from the parent case. That is, the action, the error type and the positive/negative 
of the parent case are adapted to the current problem to construct a candidate solution. 
If this candidate is different from the results of the expert system, it becomes a new 
solution to the current problem, which will be proposed to site experts. Fig. 7 shows 
an examp.le of the results searched in the RBR and CBR of PAIRS. Assume the input 
problem structure includes part (A), (B) and (C). Fig. 7(a) is the result of the RBR, 
in which the RBR found (A) as a specific pattern and designated the pair condition on 
( 1)) whereas (B) and (C) were not recognized as specific patterns. Fig. 7(b) shows 
that a site expert picked up (B) as a specific pattern and designated the pair condition 
on (2). Then, the similar pattern search function of the CBR worked to neglect the 
resistor R from (B) and derived pattern (C) as a variation of (B). Finally, as shown 
in Fig. 7(c), pattern (C) in the problem space was searched for and determined to be 
a specific pattern, and pair condition was designated on (3). A case which includes 
pattern (Is) becomes a parent case and a case which includes pattern (C) becomes a 
child case of (B). 
There are many kinds of variation knowledge for finding similar patterns: removing 
elements which interfere with symmetry of circuit structure; removing elements on 
a symmetry axis; reducing repetitive elements or groups into one element or group; 
neglecting differences of attributes, for instance, value range of resistors or any specific 
values of transistors and resistors. 
4.5. Solution modijcation 
Since tlhe actions in the constructed candidate solution are the proposals of the system 
to a site expert, the site expert must determine if the actions are correct or not. If the 
proposal is accepted, the solution is assigned to be a positive case, and the message (add 
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Fig. 7. An example of retrieving a pattern and its similar pattern. 
the action if the error is of the first type, or remove the action if it is of the second type) 
is sent to the RBR expert system. If the proposal is rejected, the solution is assigned to 
be a negative case, and no message is sent to the RBR expert system, since the RBR 
expert system judged correctly. 
4.6. Storing case 
All child cases derived from a single parent case are either positive only or negative 
only. One parent and its children consist of a single case family, and are stored in the 
case base keeping the family relation. If a positive child case matches a certain existing 
parent case in another case family, except block representation, the child combines with 
the existing case family. 
5. Knowledge acquisition 
After some problems have been solved and a number of error repair cases have been 
stored in the error repair subsystem, knowledge for the RBR expert system is acquired 
by senior experts interactively. At this time it is efficient to focus the consideration on 
each case family at the same time, because we can assume error cases similar to a 
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certain error are grouped in a same case family, that is, one case family consists of the 
cases caused by the same fault knowledge. 
5.1. Types of knowledge 
There are three types of knowledge in the knowledge base: 
( 1) pattern search knowledge, 
(2) separation knowledge, and 
(3) reduction knowledge. 
Since types (2) and (3) are common and established in a specific domain, they are 
easily comprehensible for the senior experts. Thus, if any faults occur in (2) or (3), 
the senior experts could easily detect them. Therefore knowledge acquisition of (2) 
or (3) occurs rarely; if it does occur, it can be done easily. On the other hand, type 
( 1)) which consists of knowledge of basic patterns, their allowable variations, and 
action assignments, is crucial to the expert system, but rather intractable even for the 
experienced. Therefore our prime concern in the knowledge acquisition is type ( l), and 
we considler only type ( 1) below. 
Here, we explain some treatments for type ( 1) knowledge. The constraint relaxation 
of ( 1) means either removing some elements or connections from the structure; ex- 
panding attribute allowance; ascending attribute hierarchy; or removing certain attribute 
conditions. On the other hand, the constraint reinforcement means either adding elements 
or connections to the structure; adding negative conditions of elements or connections; 
narrowing attribute allowance; adding new attribute conditions; or descending attribute 
hierarchy. 
5.2. Knowledge acquisition from the jirst-type errors 
Since the first-type error is the one to which a necessary action was not assigned, 
any one of the measures (a), (b) or (c) below should be carried out to include the 
positive cases, and to exclude the negative cases which were found at the error repair 
phase. These operations are shown in Fig. 8 diagrammatically, in which some rules in 
the non-action area are moved to the action area. 
(a) The condition (pattern) of a certain rule was too tight. Hence, relax the condition 
of the rule. 
(b) Patterns were found correctly, but wrong actions were carried out. Hence, modify 
the action part. 
(c) Generate new rules. 
If neither (a) nor (b) is available, then (c) is valid and new rules are created by the 
senior experts referring to the presented cases. 
5.3. Knowledge acquisition from the second-type errors 
Since the second-type error is the one to which an unnecessary action was assigned 
on an element, any one of the measures (a), (b) or (c) below should be carried out 
to exclude the positive cases, and to include the negative cases which were found at 
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- - After Knowledge Acquisition 
Fig. 8. Notion of knowledge acquisition. 
the error repair phase. These operations are shown in Fig. 8 diagrammatically, in which 
some rules in the action area are moved to the non-action area. 
(a) The condition (pattern) of a certain rule in knowledge ( 1) was too loose. Hence, 
tighten the condition of the rule. 
(b) Patterns were found correctly, but wrong actions were carried out. Hence, modify 
the action part. 
(c) Remove the rules. 
(c) is the ultimate measure to tighten the rules. But, since (c) can be considered to be 
a special case of (a), (c) is absorbed into (a). 
Fig. 9 shows an example of the knowledge acquisition in PAIRS. The rectangle (2) 
in (a) is the second-type positive error case, and the rectangle ( 1) is the second-type 
negative error case. Now, we assume that the rule shown in Fig. 9(b) was found as a rule 
to be modified. Then, adding the constraint condition for which the number of connected 
elements must be three at the confluent point (e.g. point A and B in Fig. 9(a)), we 
attained the correct modification. As shown in (b) , the rules were changed to exclude 
the positive case (2), and to include the negative case ( 1). 
Finally, cases which were used in knowledge acquisition are removed from the case 
base. 
6. System evaluation 
As mentioned above, the proposed architecture was applied to a pair condition ex- 
traction problem for analog LSI circuit layout systems. The RBR expert system part has 
been routinely operated at the sites, and the other parts are still at the prototype phase. 
According to the results applied to several l,OMl-element scale problems: the number 
of elements assigned pair condition by the expert system was about 300 on average; the 
number of error pairs found by site experts (i.e., parent cases) was six on average; the 
number of child cases was five times greater than that of parent cases. The number of 
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(b) 
Fig. 9. An example of knowledge acquisition. (a) Second-type positive and negative cases. (b) Rule refining 
from the second-type positive case. 
the positive is nearly equal to the negative in child cases. The second-type errors hardly 
occurred. This resulted from the fact that the rules in the knowledge base were tuned to 
reduce the second-type errors, even if the first-type errors increase, since the first-type 
error is preferred to the second for operational convenience of repair by the site experts. 
In the knowledge acquisition phase, the senior experts adopted 30% of the cases 
proposed by the system, and rejected 20%. 50% of the cases seemed to be correct but 
were not adopted, because they were too specific and hard to transform into general 
rules. 
Error cases were rather few in this application because the knowledge base had 
been refined progressively. Therefore, this system did not greatly reduce labor of site 
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experts. We could expect to obtain large effects when it is applied in initial stages of a 
knowledge base improvement problem. Also, we could expect that site experts would be 
able to reduce their careless omissions in searching patterns; senior experts can obtain 
information about knowledge acquisition at site operations and refine the knowledge 
base effectively. 
It is natural that the pattern search time becomes large as search space increases. 
However, we developed a pattern search engine which can solve large scale problems 
within practically allowable time [ 31. 
7. Related work 
Generally, CBR proceeds such that the case most similar to the current problem is 
retrieved from stored past cases, and a solution to the current problem is constructed 
by adapting the solution of the past case [ 51. In contrast to this process, the proposed 
architecture concurrently proceeds by case acquisition and similar case retrieval from 
the current problem. 
Another feature of the proposed CBR method is interactivity between site experts and 
the system, which resembles [ 61. 
A number of studies have been carried out with a view trying to combining CBR 
and RBR. In [2] Golding and Rosenbloom presented an architecture in which RBR 
gave the first approximated answer to a target problem, but exceptional answers were 
given by CBR. [ 1 ] presented an architecture in which CBR and RBR complement each 
other in a classification problem domain. These architectures complement each other in 
execution time because they use rules and cases that already exist. In our architecture, 
not only CBR complements RBR, but also newly acquired cases in CBR operation are 
utilized to improve the RBR knowledge base effectively. 
Although some studies, for instance [ 71, try to refine rules using stored cases, the 
users in these systems give proposals in a rule format directly and the given proposals are 
stored in the case base. That is, these systems do not carry out case-based reasoning in 
the case acquisition stage. On the other hand, in our system, site experts solve problems 
with the CBR method interactively without conceiving rule formats, and the cases 
are collected automatically for exploitation in the subsequent knowledge acquisition 
stage. 
Rajamoney and Lee [9] proposed an architecture which integrates CBR and model- 
based reasoning (MBR) to solve large scale electric circuit problems. A large novel 
problem is treated as a novel combination of several familiar subproblems. The subprob- 
lems are solved using CBR, and then the novel combination problem is solved using 
MBR. This system is similar to our system from the viewpoint of target problem domain 
and employment of CBR, but they differ from each other in approach. 
In knowledge acquisition studies, several new approaches which search bugs in the 
rules using stored cases and improve the rules, for instance [S], have been presented. 
These systems treat problems in general, but we concentrated on the pattern search 
problem, and presented a further detailed refining method. Also, the notion of case 
family is a feature of our knowledge acquisition approach. 
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8. Conclusion 
In this paper, we described a new architecture which combines RBR, CBR and 
knowledge acquisition technology to solve the pattern search problems. Errors embedded 
in the result of the RBR part are repaired by the CBR part, and stored in the case base. 
Based on the stored cases, the knowledge acquisition part proposes modifying certain 
rules in the RBR knowledge base, and then human experts refine the knowledge base. 
The main features of this architecture are as follows: acquiring cases and repairing the 
results of problem solving are carried out concurrently; the concept of case family is 
introduced to group cases systematically, which contributes to finding elements to be 
repaired, and to acquiring knowledge efficiently; case and knowledge acquisition are 
carried out interactively. 
Subjects for future work include automatic knowledge acquisition and deployment of 
the total system. 
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